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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA
Civil Action No: _______________
Myriam Parada,
Plaintiff,
v.
Anoka County; Anoka County Sheriff
James Stuart; Coon Rapids Police Officer
Nicolas Oman; Coon Rapids Police
Department; unknown/unnamed
defendants John Doe & Jane Doe; All
individuals being sued in their individual
and official capacity.

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND
OTHER RELIEF
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Defendants.
Plaintiff, Myriam Parada (“Plaintiff”), by her attorneys of record, files this
complaint and would show that Defendants violated her constitutionally guaranteed Fourth
and Fourteenth Amendment rights when Defendants wrongfully detained and imprisoned
Plaintiff following an automobile accident of which she was the victim. Plaintiff’s interest
in liberty and right to due process were intentionally violated by Defendants.
STATEMENT OF CLAIMS
1.

Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of herself for declaratory, injunctive and

monetary relief against Defendants for violating her constitutional rights and for injunctive
relief on behalf of other persons who may be similarly victimized by Defendants under
Minnesota state law.
2.

Plaintiff was unlawfully arrested by Defendants and unlawfully jailed by

Defendants after she was the victim of a traffic accident.
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3.

Plaintiff was the victim of racial profiling by Defendants based on her

nationality.
4.

The detention and imprisonment of Plaintiff was in violation of the Fourth

and Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, Article 1 §10 of the Minnesota
Constitution, and Minnesota law against false imprisonment.
5.

Plaintiff brings suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983.

6.

Plaintiff seeks an order of this Court declaring unlawful and enjoining

Defendants’ policy and systemic practice of holding foreign-born persons, like Plaintiff, in
the Anoka County jail on any request from the United States Immigration and Customs
Enforcement division of the Department of Homeland Security (“ICE.”)
7.

Plaintiff also seeks compensatory damages and reasonable attorneys’ fees

and costs, as authorized by 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983 and 1988.
8.

Plaintiff has served notice of her state law claims upon Defendants in

compliance with Minn. Stat § 466.05.
JURISDICTION
9.

This Court has jurisdiction over the claims alleged in this Complaint pursuant

to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (federal question), 28 U.S.C. § 1343 (civil rights), 28 U.S.C. § 2201
(declaratory relief), and 42 U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1983, and 1988.
10.

Supplemental jurisdiction over the pendent state law claims is proper

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367.
11.

This action arises under the United States Constitution, as applied to state

and/or local authorities through 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
2
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VENUE
12.

Venue is proper in this judicial district based on 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), as

Defendants are residents of this judicial district and the acts or occurrences giving rise to
these claims took place in Minnesota.
PARTIES
13.

Plaintiff, Myriam Parada, resides in Ramsey, Minnesota. She has lived in the

United States for several years. Plaintiff is a Hispanic woman who legally entered the
United States as a child.
14.

Defendants are all, upon information and belief, Minnesota municipal

entities and/or individual members of law enforcement agencies, in an appointed or elected
capacity.
15.

Defendant Anoka County is a political subdivision of the State of Minnesota

that can sue and be sued in its own name. Defendant Anoka County includes, operates and
is responsible for the Anoka County Jail. Plaintiff bases all applicable and appropriate
claims on the doctrine of respondeat superior or vicarious liability and municipal liability
pursuant to Monell v. Dep’t of Soc. Services of City of New York, 436 U.S. 658 (1978) as
to Defendant Anoka County.
16.

Defendant City of Coon Rapids is a municipality under Minnesota law with

the capacity to sue and be sued. The city is the legal entity responsible for the Coon Rapids
Police Department. Plaintiff bases all applicable and appropriate claims on the doctrine of
respondeat superior or vicarious liability and municipal liability pursuant to Monell v.
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Dep’t of Soc. Services of City of New York, 436 U.S. 658 (1978) as to Defendant City of
Coon Rapids.
17.

Defendant City of Coon Rapids operates law enforcement agencies and is a

municipality capable of being sued under Minnesota law
18.

Anoka County Sheriff James Stuart was, at all times relevant, the Sheriff of

Anoka County. He is sued in both his personal, individual and official capacities pursuant
to Minn. Stat. § 466.01 et seq. and other applicable law. Defendants Anoka County, Anoka
County Sherriff James Stuart, and agents of the Anoka County jail whose names are not
presently known are referred to herein as the “Anoka County Defendants.”
19.

Coon Rapids Police Officer Nicolas Oman is an officer in the Coon Rapids

Police Department and is a law enforcement officer acting under color of state law as
contemplated by 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Officer Oman is being sued in his personal, individual,
and official capacities pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 466.01 et seq. and other applicable
law.
20.

John Doe & Jane Doe are unknown/unnamed defendants whom, upon

information and belief, are believed to be deputies and/or employees in the Anoka County
Sheriff’s department, and were acting under color of state law as contemplated by 42
U.S.C. § 1983. These individuals are being sued in their personal, individual, and official
capacities pursuant to Minnesota Statutes § 466.01 et seq. and other applicable law.
21.

When the names of the unknown and unnamed defendants are ascertained,

Plaintiff will seek leave to amend this complaint to indicate their names.
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22.

All named and unnamed individual defendants were, at all times relevant to

this complaint, acting under color of state law and within the scope and course of their
official duties and employment.
FACTS
23.

On July 25, 2017, at around 6:40 pm, Plaintiff was rear ended in Coon Rapids

while driving her younger siblings, and two cousins, home from her younger sister’s
birthday party.
24.

At the time, Plaintiff was 20 years old.

25.

Plaintiff’s car was legally registered .

26.

The other driver was a 24 year old Caucasian woman.

27.

Plaintiff called her parents who came quickly to the scene.

28.

The other driver called 911 and Coon Rapids Officer Nicolas Oman was sent

to the scene.
29.

According to his CAD Data, Defendant Oman arrived at the scene at 6:46

30.

Despite the other driver’s considerable driving violation records – she had

p.m.

12 convictions for traffic violation since 2012 including DWI, speeding and obstructing
the legal process – Officer Oman did not cite her for rear ending Plaintiff and allowed her
to leave the scene of the crime.
31.

On information and belief, Defendant Oman let the other driver leave despite

her long history of driving violations as well as not having a Minnesota state driver’s
license, despite living in Minnesota.
5
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32.

Instead, Officer Oman was more interested in Plaintiff.

33.

He asked for her driver’s license.

34.

Plaintiff gave him her proof of insurance and a Mexican Consular card,

commonly referred to as a Matrícula Consular card. The Matrícula Consular card is an
official identification card issued by the Mexican consulate. Plaintiff did not have a
Minnesota driver’s license.
35.

The Matrícula Consular card listed her full name, date of birth and address

in the United States as well as a recent photo of her. In order to obtain a Matrícula Consular,
one must apply in person at a consulate in the U.S., provide biographic and biometric
information (including a digital photograph and fingerprint), pay a fee, and present a
Mexican birth certificate along with another official Mexican ID, and proof of address
within the issuing consulate’s consular district. The card itself has security features to
ensure its authenticity.
36.

Plaintiff confirmed to Defendant Oman that all of the information on her

Matricula card was true and accurate.
37.

When Plaintiff’s step-father arrived at the accident scene, he further verified

to Defendant Oman that the information on Plaintiff’s Matrícula Consular card was
accurate and confirmed that he was the registered owner of the car.
38.

Defendant Oman went inside his police car and ran the name of Plaintiff’s

step-father though his database.
39.

On information and belief, Defendant Oman then spoke with Anoka county

staff on his personal phone inside his car for several minutes.
6
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40.

When Defendant Oman went back to Plaintiff, he told her that his supervisor

told him to bring her in to get her prints and it would just take a couple hours.
41.

Defendant Oman told Plaintiff “I need to make sure who you are.”

42.

Plaintiff’s step-father asked if he could drive her but was told no.

43.

Defendant Oman then arrested Plaintiff and drove her to the Anoka County

44.

Defendant Oman wrote on his police report that he “transported Parada to

Jail.

jail since I was also unable to positively identify her.”
45.

On information and belief, Defendant Oman arrested Plaintiff because of her

immigration status or suspected immigration status.
46.

On information and belief, Defendant Oman had issued six (6) citations in

the previous year for failure to possess a Minnesota driver’s license, and never arrested
anyone.
47.

On information and belief, Plaintiff is the first person Defendant Oman

arrested for failure to possess a driver’s license in, at least, over a year. The only reason
Defendant Oman arrested Plaintiff was because of her race, ethnicity and national origin.
48.

Plaintiff was brought into the Anoka County Jail by Defendant Oman at

around 7:20 pm on July 25, 2017.
49.

She was placed into handcuffs at the jail.

50.

She was received by an Officer Johnson.

51.

At the jail, Plaintiff was patted down and had a mug shot taken. She was told

to take out her piercings and hand over her phone.
7
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52.

She was placed in a cell with several other women and waited.

53.

Anoka County jail staff and Officer Oman never were in doubt about

Plaintiff’s true identity. Instead, on information and belief, both sets of Defendants treated
Plaintiff as an immigration detainee from the outset and her imprisonment was in violation
of the Fourth Amendment.
54.

Anoka County jail records reflect that Plaintiff was cleared and free to leave

on July 25, 2017.
55.

On information and belief, Defendant Oman gave Plaintiff’s name, date of

birth and address to Officer Johnson to help fill out certain booking forms.
56.

On information and belief, while she was detained at the Anoka County jail,

no one asked Plaintiff information about her name, address or date of birth.
57.

Lieutenant Sheila Larson of the Anoka County Sheriff’s Office, Jail

Division, confirmed in emails to the American Civil Liberties Union of Minnesota that
Plaintiff was cleared from custody on July 25, 2017.
58.

Anoka Defendants refused to tell Plaintiff’s family, including her younger

brother and sister, the status of Plaintiff’s release until several hours after she had already
been taken away by ICE.
59.

Instead of releasing Plaintiff, Defendants continued to hold her based on her

nationality and suspected immigration status.
60.

At around 11:00 p.m. on July 25, 2017, Plaintiff was brought to one of the

unknown/unnamed Defendants, an unidentified older male Anoka County staff member
who questioned her for a few minutes and then brought her back to her cell.
8
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61.

Despite having no probable cause to hold Plaintiff, the Anoka County

Sheriff’s department brought Plaintiff back to the unidentified older male Anoka County
staff member’s desk to talk to ICE officers about half an hour later.
62.

Plaintiff was again brought to the unknown Anoka County Defendant and

handed a phone and instructed to talk to the person on the other end.
63.

They identified themselves as ICE officials and asked her if she was a United

States citizen and how did she get to the US.
64.

Plaintiff looked at the unknown Anoka County Defendant and asked “[d]o I

need a lawyer?”
65.

The unknown Anoka County Defendant told her he did not know and to ask

66.

She asked the ICE official if she needed an attorney and the ICE official

ICE.

replied that “it goes faster without a lawyer.”
67.

She then answered ICE’s question about how she entered the United States.

68.

After she finished talking to ICE, the Defendant placed her back in her cell.

Approximately an hour later, they took her fingerprints.
69.

On July 26, 2017, ICE sent Anoka Defendants an I-200 form, Warrant for

Arrest of an Alien. This form was not served on Plaintiff.
70.

On July 26, 2017, ICE also sent a draft form of an I-247 form, ICE Detainer,

to Anoka Defendants. The form was stamped with “Draft Not Complete” on every page.
71.

According to Anoka County Jail records, NCIC searches were made at 1:14

a.m. on July 26, 2017.
9
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72.

Plaintiff asked to call her family to comfort them, because Plaintiff felt they

would be very worried. She was allowed to do so.
73.

Plaintiff was brought back to her cell for a little while.

74.

Around 2:00 a.m., she was then brought out of the cell and handed her

citation for not having a Minnesota driver’s license.
75.

She then handed over to two ICE agents.

76.

Defendants gave the ICE agents her belongings.

77.

ICE agents handcuffed her hands and ankles and then took her and drove her

to Sherburne County Jail.
78.

Anoka County Defendants waited until 3:00 a.m. to tell Plaintiff’s family that

ICE had taken Plaintiff.
79.

Plaintiff’s family was later able to pay immigration bond and get Plaintiff

released from immigration custody.
80.
I.

Plaintiff is currently in removal proceedings fighting against her deportation.

Plaintiff’s Detention was unlawfully based on an Administrative Warrant.
81.

Anoka County Defendants held Plaintiff simply because of an organizational

animus toward immigrants.
82.

Anoka County Defendants’ actions are well known and a cause of great

concern in the immigration community.
83.

While still in custody after she should have been released from state custody,

Plaintiff was interviewed by an immigration official late in the night on July 25, 2017, or
early morning July 26, 2017.
10
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84.

Despite asking about her rights, Defendants refused to advise Plaintiff that

she could refuse to speak with immigration officials. To the contrary, Defendants held her
longer than needed to set-up that phone call and refused to tell Plaintiff what her rights
were when she asked.
85.

It is the policy of the Anoka County Sheriff not to advise individuals in its

custody that they have a right to refuse to speak to, or refuse to be interviewed by,
immigration officials at their jail.
86.

On July 26, 2017, after Plaintiff should have been released from state

custody, immigration officials issued a DHS Warrant for Arrest of an Alien on Form I-200
(“Administrative Warrant”) for Plaintiff.
87.

The Administrative Warrant was unsigned.

88.

The Administrative Warrant states that Plaintiff has been determined to be

removable from the United States and authorizes “any immigration officer” under sections
236 and 287 of the INA and 8 C.F.R. 287, to take Plaintiff into custody.
89.

The Administrative Warrant does not authorize state or local officials to take

any action.
90.

Defendants are not authorized immigration officers under sections 236 and

287 of the INA and 8 C.F.R. 287.
91.

Defendants held Plaintiff at the jail without probable cause of any crime, in

violation of this Court’s decision in Orellana v. Nobles County, 230 F.Supp.3d 934, 945
(D. Minn. 2017).
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92.

There is no other basis, other than the Administrative Warrant, for the

immigration hold designation placed on the Plaintiff by immigration.
93.

Immigration had not even placed a detainer notice on Plaintiff.

94.

When ICE is investigating whether it should initiate deportation proceedings

against a person in jail whom it suspects is not a citizen, ICE issues immigration detainers.
95.

The I-247 Detainer makes a request to state or local law enforcement

agencies (LEA) that ICE has “determined that probable cause exists that the subject is a
removable alien.” Through issuing the form, ICE requests that the LEA “maintain custody
of the subject for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays), beyond the time when the subject would have otherwise been released from your
custody.”
96.

The detainer form states in bold that “[t]he alien must be served with a copy

of this form for the detainer to take effect.”
97.

No immigration forms were served by Anoka Defendants upon Plaintiff, and

no I-247 detainer was filed at all.
98.

The Fourth Amendment does not permit Defendants to detain and imprison

individuals based on immigration violations as they have no probable cause of a crime.
99.

Instead of relying on probable cause, Defendants relied solely on an I-200

administrative warrant.
100.

An I-200 “warrant issued under this discretionary authority is necessarily a

warrant for civil – as opposed to criminal – immigration enforcement. See Arizona, 567
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US at 407 (“As a general rule, it is not a crime for a removable alien to remain present in
the United States.”) Ochoa v. Campbell, 266 F.Supp.3d 1237 (E.D.Wash. 2017).
101.

The I-200 warrant is an administrative warrant that is specifically only

enforceable by immigration officers “authorized pursuant to sections 236 and 287 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act and part 287 of title 8, Code of Federal Regulations, to
serve warrants for immigration violations.”
102.

Defendants are not authorized under any of those sections of law.

103.

Were it not for the actions of the Defendants, Plaintiff would have been

released from jail.
104.

Defendants illegally deprived Plaintiff of her liberty by refusing to release

her after until ICE officers could come and take her.
105.

Defendants have been put on extensive notice that holding people for ICE

without probable cause was a violation of state and federal law. On or about May 4, 2014,
every sheriff in Minnesota, including the Anoka County Sheriff, received a letter from the
American Civil Liberties Union of Minnesota (see Exhibit B) explaining the illegality of
holding people without probable cause for immigration.
106.

About a month later, every sheriff in Minnesota, including the Anoka County

Sheriff, received a follow-up email and attachments from the Minnesota Sheriff’s
Association and Hennepin County Attorney explaining that the Hennepin County Sheriff
was discontinuing his practice of honoring ICE holds because of a concern about the
unconstitutionality of the practice, and urging the sheriffs to follow suit. (See Exhibit A).
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107.

ICE has long taken the position that liability and responsibility for the

individuals in custody remain in the hands of the state actor, in this case Anoka County.
See Defendant ICE’s Motion to Dismiss, Gonzalez v. ICE, No. 13-4416 at 10, 14-17, 2324 n.p. (C.D. Cal. Filed Mar. 10, 2014)(stating that it is the responsibility of local law
enforcement official to decide, in his or her discretion, to comply with ICE’s immigration
detainer,” and arguing that it was the county sheriff, not ICE, who bore ultimate
responsibility for plaintiff’s detention on ICE detainers.).
108.

Defendants were warned by the American Civil Liberties Union of

Minnesota in a March 27, 2017, letter which outlined the legal liability they would face if
they held individuals without probable cause for ICE. (Exhibit C).
109.

State law enforcement agencies are limited in the role they can play in

enforcing immigration laws. “Although the Supreme Court has not resolved whether local
police officers may detain or arrest an individual for suspected criminal immigration
violations, the Court has said that local law officers generally lack authority arrest
individuals for civil immigration violations.” Santos v. Frederick Cnty. Bd. of Comm’rs,
725 F.3d 451, 464 (4th Cir. 2013) (emphasis in original).
110.

This Court has also held that local law enforcement agencies face liability

for holding individuals without probable cause for immigration. Orellana at 946.
111.

Upon information and belief, Sheriff Stuart knew of these constitutional

infirmities and refused to follow advice to stop holding people without probable cause for
immigration, including opinions from this Court. Therefore, his deliberate willfulness
created the harm that affected Plaintiff.
14
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112.

It is the policy, practice, and custom adopted by the Anoka County Jail, in

direct opposition to the decisions of this Court, the policies and memos issued by the
Sheriff’s Association, and established case law around the country to hold foreign-born
persons like Plaintiff in jail while awaiting pick-up by federal immigration authorities and
to prevent friends and family from seeking to post bail on such a person’s behalf by telling
them that they will not be released from custody because of immigration detainers, even if
bail is posted on their behalf, if federal immigration authorities have not come to pick up
such persons within that time.
113.

The Anoka County Sherriff’s Department has also failed to properly

supervise and train its employees at the Anoka County jail, causing its employees to
unlawfully deny detainees their right to post bail to secure their release when they are
subject to an immigration hold by refusing to accept bail and informing people seeking to
post bail that the detainee will not be released because of their immigration hold, and by
refusing to release individuals even when bail is posted. Defendant has acted with such
deliberate indifference that these constitutional violations were the inevitable result.
II.

Plaintiff’s Imprisonment Due to ICE Detainer was Unlawful.
114.

Since holding individuals for ICE causes continued imprisonment, such

imprisonment could not lawfully be issued on less than probable cause.
115.

Anoka County received nothing that would suggest they had probable cause

to hold Plaintiff for ICE.
116.

As a starting point, ICE administrative warrants do not meet the probable

cause standard required by the Fourth Amendment nor do they pretend to. This court has
15
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already stated that ICE detainers must meet the requirements of a warrantless arrest.
Orellana v Nobles at 946.
117.

In this case, Anoka Defendants were holding Plaintiff for ICE without any

legally sufficient materials. See also Ochoa v. Campbell (holding that an I-200 warrant by
itself did not create the probable cause needed to hold an individual).
III.

Defendants Have No Authority to Imprison, on Less than Probable Cause,
Individuals who ICE Authorities May Want.
118.

Anoka Defendants never even followed the general Immigration Detainer

program to hold Plaintiff. Even if they had, it would not have supported her detention.
119.

An immigration detainer is merely a “request,” not a legally-enforceable

command, to hold an alien subject to removal for up to 48 hours (excluding holidays and
weekends). 8 C.F.R. § 287.7(a). Under the “anti-commandeering” doctrine, a federal
official is constitutionally barred from asserting authority to order a state or local official
to exercise sovereign authority to imprison. Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898. 910
(1997); Galarza, 745 F.3d at 643.
120.

ICE has stated in several litigations that ICE detainers constitute warrantless

arrests. Ochoa at *10; Moreno v. Napolitano, 213 F.Supp.3d 999, 1005 (N.D. Ill, 2016).
121.

Detainers lack the probable cause requirements that the Fourth Amendment

requires. Administrative warrants have even less validity toward the Fourth Amendment.
122.

Consequentially, any arrest by Anoka Defendants that wasn’t even

supported, at a minimum, by an ICE detainer must meet the requirements of a warrantless

16
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arrest. Defendants agreed to imprison Plaintiff on less than probable cause and disregarded
her rights under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments.
123.

Plaintiff continues to reside in Anoka County. Because of Defendants’

unconstitutional conduct in the past and their continued policy, practice and customs,
Plaintiff fears that, if she is stopped by police or arrested in the future, she will again be
subject to Defendants’ unconstitutional policy, practice and customs of holding foreignborn nationals without lawful justification pursuant to an ICE hold.
COUNT I
42 U.S.C. § 1983 Fourth Amendment Illegal Search and Seizure
124.

All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as though fully

set forth.
125.

This is a claim under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violation of the Fourth

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
126.

Defendant Oman subjected Plaintiff to custodial arrest in violation of the

Rule 6.01 of the Minnesota Rules of Criminal Procedure. Defendant Oman, therefore,
lacked the legal authority to take Plaintiff into custody and her custodial arrest was in
violation of the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable searches and
seizures, depriving her of her liberty without due process and causing significant pain and
suffering.
127.

The Anoka County Defendants held Plaintiff in the Anoka County jail in

violation of the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable searches and
seizures, depriving her of her liberty without due process and causing significant pain and
17
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suffering.
128.

Anoka Documents show that Plaintiff was cleared from custody on July 25,

2017, but she was not released until the following day.
129.

Defendants’ continued detention of Plaintiff beyond any time at which she

should have been freed, constituted a new, unauthorized arrest without probable cause.
130.

Because Plaintiff’s continued detention constituted a new arrest, and because

Defendants could not rely on any documents to support probable cause for a warrantless
arrest, Defendants’ individual actions and official policies, practices, customs, lack of
supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions violate the Fourth Amendment’s
requirement that persons arrested without a warrant be brought before a neutral magistrate
for a probable cause hearing within 48 hours of arrest. County of Riverside v. McLaughlin,
500 U.S. 44 (1991); see also Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 1003 (1975). Such failure to train
was done with such deliberate indifference on the part of Defendants that this constitutional
violation inevitably would occur. Defendant’s policies, practices, customs, lack of
supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions were the moving force behind this
constitutional violation and the cause of such violation.
131.

Wherefore, as a direct and proximate cause of the actions of Defendants,

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount in excess of $75,000.00 exclusive of costs and
interest, plus attorneys’ fees as authorized by law.
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COUNT II
42 U.S.C. § 1983 Fourteenth Amendment Substantive Due Process Violations
132.

All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as though fully

set forth.
133.

Defendants’ unlawful custodial arrest and detention of Plaintiff, which

violated her rights under the Fourteenth Amendment, caused her significant pain and
suffering by infringing on her fundamental liberty interests.
134.

The principles of substantive due process under the Fourteenth Amendment

forbid the infringement of fundamental liberty interests, unless that infringement is
narrowly tailored to serve a compelling government interest. Freedom from physical
restraint is a liberty interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment’s promise of
substantive due process.
135.

Further, a person who has been cleared from custody has a strong liberty

interest in being freed from jail, as the state’s justification for holding that person is gone.
It is a deprivation of liberty to continue to detain the person.
136.

The unauthorized, and unlawful custodial arrest and detention of Plaintiff has

no basis in state law.
137.

As a proximate result of Defendant’s unconstitutional policies, practices,

customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions, done under color of law
and official authority, Plaintiff suffered significant deprivations of her constitutional rights
detailed in the preceding causes of action, namely her Fourth Amendment right to be free
from unreasonable seizures and her Fourteenth Amendment substantive and procedural due
19
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process rights. The failure to train was done with such deliberate indifference on the part
of Defendants that these constitutional violations inevitably would occur. Defendants’
policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions were
the moving force behind these constitutional violations and the cause of such violations.
138.

Wherefore, as a direct and proximate cause of the actions of Defendant,

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount in excess of $75,000.00 exclusive of interest
and costs, plus damages as allowed by law.
COUNT III
42 U.S.C. § 1983 Fourteenth Amendment Procedural Due Process Violation
Deprivation of Liberty
139.

All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as though fully

set forth.
140.

Procedural due process requires that the government be constrained before it

acts in a way that deprives a person of liberty interests protected under the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. See Matthews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 332
(1976).
141.

The Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause protects against the

deprivation of liberty interests without the due process of law, requiring notice and an
opportunity to be heard prior to the deprivation of liberty. It also mandates a method by
which to challenge the deprivation of liberty. Defendants refused to provide Plaintiff with
any of these protections, in violation of her due process rights.
142.

Relying only on phone conversations with ICE officials as its sole

justification, the Anoka County Defendants detained Plaintiff without lawful authority and
20
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without judicial review. Such acts and omissions violate Fourteenth Amendment
procedural due process rights.
143.

As a proximate result of Defendants’ unconstitutional policies, practices,

customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions, done under color of law
and official authority, Plaintiff suffered significant deprivations of her constitutional rights
detailed in the preceding causes of action, namely her Fourth Amendment right to be free
from unreasonable seizures and her Fourteenth Amendment substantive and procedural due
process rights. The failure to train was done with such deliberate indifference on the part
of Defendants that these constitutional violations inevitably would occur. Defendants’
policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions were
the moving force behind these constitutional violations and the cause of such violations.
144.

Wherefore, as a direct and proximate cause of the actions of Defendants,

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount in excess of $75,000.00 exclusive of interest
and costs plus damages as allowed by law.
COUNT IV
§ 1983 Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Claim against Defendant Oman
and the Coon Rapids Police Department
145.

Defendant Oman acted pursuant to an unwritten policy, custom or pattern of

practice to engage in racial and ethnic profiling and arresting Hispanic motorists for pretextual reasons to place them into immigration custody. By refusing to recognize the
validity of the Matricula Consular card as a form identification, Defendant Coon Raids
Police Department maintains an unwritten policy, custom or pattern of practice that results
in discrimination against individuals based upon race, ethnicity and/or national origin by
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subjecting individuals, including Plaintiff, who use the Matricula Consular card for
identification to additional scrutiny and custodial arrest. Defendant Oman, by refusing to
recognize the validity of the Matricula consular card as a form of identification, acted with
intent to discriminate against Plaintiff and others similarly situated based upon race and/or
national origin. Discrimination on the basis of an individual’s race and/or national origin
is a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
146.

The constitutional violations suffered by Plaintiff and those similarly situated

to Plaintiff are directly and proximately caused by policies, practices and /or customs
implemented and enforced by the Defendants Coon Rapids Police Department and Oman,
as set forth in this complaint.
147.

Defendant Coon Rapids Police Department’s policy, custom or pattern of

practice of not recognizing the validity of the Matricula Consular as an identification
document intentionally discriminates on the basis of race, ethnicity and/or national origin.
Plaintiff’s arrest is a direct and proximate result of that discrimination in violation of
Plaintiff’s Fourteenth Amendment rights.
148.

Defendant Oman has acted with intent to discriminate on the basis of race

and/or national origin arresting Plaintiff and as a direct and proximate result of the acts and
omissions of the Defendant Oman, Plaintiff’s Fourteenth amendment rights have been
violated.
149.

Defendant Oman has intentionally targeted Hispanic individuals and

individuals who present the Matricula Consular card as a form of identification for arrest
in areas where the named plaintiffs and members of the plaintiff class reside or visit. Under
22
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these practices, policies and/or customs, the Equal Protection rights of Plaintiff are
violated.
150.

Plaintiff lives near and travels through the City of Coon Rapids and uses the

Matricula Consular card as a form of identification.
151.

Plaintiff and those similarly situated to Plaintiff have no adequate remedy at

law and will suffer serious and irreparable harm to their constitutional rights unless
Defendant Oman’s actions are enjoined from continuing to racially profile Hispanic
motorists and if Defendant Oman and the Coon Rapids Police Department are allowed to
continue to refuse to recognize the Matricula Consular card as a valid form of identification
for individuals charged with misdemeanors.
152.

Defendant Oman has by the above-described actions deprived Plaintiff of her

rights to be free from unconstitutional stops, searches and detention. As a result, Plaintiff
suffered harm under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments, and 42 U.S.C. §1983.
153.

Wherefore, as a direct and proximate cause of the actions of Defendants,

Plaintiff has suffered damages in an amount in excess of $75,000.00 exclusive of interest
and costs plus damages as allowed by law.
COUNT V
State Constitutional violation – Art 1 § 10 – Unlawful Seizure
154.

All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as though fully

set forth.
155.

Defendant Oman subjected Plaintiff to an unlawful custodial arrest in

violation of Rule 6.01 of the Minnesota Rules of Criminal Procedure.
23
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156.

The Anoka County Defendants held Plaintiff after she could have been

released under state law solely because of a policy to hold aliens for ICE.
157.

Defendants detained Plaintiff without lawful authority and without judicial

review. Such acts and omissions violate Article 1, § 10 of the Minnesota Constitution.
158.

As a proximate result of Defendants’ unconstitutional policies, practices,

customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions, done under color of law
and official authority, Plaintiff suffered significant deprivations of her constitutional rights
detailed in the preceding causes of action, namely her Article 1 §10 Minnesota
constitutional right to be free from unreasonable seizures. The failure to train was done
with such deliberate indifference on the part of Defendants that these constitutional
violations inevitably would occur. Defendants’ policies, practices, customs, lack of
supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions were the moving force behind these
constitutional violations and the cause of such violations.
159.

Wherefore, as a direct and proximate cause of the actions of Defendants,

Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief prospectively enjoining Defendants from wrongfully
detaining and imprisoning persons based upon their nationality or suspected immigration
status.
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COUNT VI
State Constitutional violation – Art 1 sec 7 – Due Process Violations
160.

All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as though fully

set forth.
161.

Due process requires that an individual receive adequate notice and an

opportunity to be heard before being deprived of life, liberty, or property. State v. Ness,
819 N.W.2d 219, (Minn. Ct. App. 2012) aff'd, 834 N.W.2d 177 (Minn. 2013).
162.

Defendants violated Plaintiff’s Minnesota Constitutional right to due process

under Article 1 § 7 by depriving her of liberty interests under the U.S. and Minnesota
Constitution as set forth in the preceding paragraphs, without giving her notice or an
opportunity to be heard regarding her continued detention without probable cause.
163.

As a proximate result of Defendants’ unconstitutional policies, practices,

customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions, done under color of law
and official authority, Plaintiff suffered significant deprivations of her constitutional rights
as detailed in the preceding causes of action, namely her Article 1 §10 and Fourth
Amendment right to be free from unreasonable seizures and her Fourteenth Amendment
substantive and procedural due process rights. The failure to train was done with such
deliberate indifference on the part of Defendants that these constitutional violations
inevitably would occur. Defendants’ policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision,
failure to train, acts, and omissions were the moving force behind these constitutional
violations and the cause of such violations.
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164.

Plaintiff lives near and travels through the City of Coon Rapids and lives in

Anoka County. The harm she has suffered, as detailed above, is capable of being repeated.
165.

Wherefore, as a direct and proximate cause of the actions of Defendants,

Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief for herself and others similarly situated prospectively
enjoining Defendants from wrongfully detaining and imprisoning persons based upon their
nationality or suspected immigration status.
COUNT VII
Tort Claims – False Imprisonment Against all Defendants
166.

All previous paragraphs are incorporated herein by reference as though fully

set forth.
167.

All of the individual Defendants named in this Complaint are employees,

deputies or agents of municipalities.
168.

All acts of the individual Defendants alleged above were conducted within

the scope of the Defendants’ employment or duties.
169.

The actions of Defendants were willful, malicious and in violation of the

known rights of Plaintiff.
170.

Plaintiff’s initial arrest by Defendant Oman was not supported by law but

was rather the result of racial profiling, done under color of law and official authority,
pursuant to official policy or custom and because of lack of supervision, constitutes false
imprisonment in violation of Minnesota law. Plaintiff’s continued detention by Anoka
Defendant’s for ICE officials is an unconstitutional policies, practices, customs, lack of
supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions were the moving force behind this state
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law violation and the cause of such violation. The failure to train was done with such
deliberate indifference on the part of Defendants that this constitutional violation inevitably
would occur.
171.

Defendants intentionally confined and restrained Plaintiff without her

consent by not releasing her from custody when they should have. Defendants intentionally
confined Plaintiff beyond the time permitted by law and Plaintiff did not consent to this
unlawful detention.
172.

Defendants knew it had no lawful authority to arrest Plaintiff nor to continue

detaining Plaintiff.
173.

Defendants did not have probable cause to continue to keep Plaintiff in jail;

nor did any immigration documents provide probable cause for Plaintiff’s continued
detention.
174.

As a direct and proximate result of this false imprisonment, Plaintiff suffered

injuries and damages, in an amount in excess of $ 75,000.00 exclusive of interests and
costs, together with legal fees as authorized by law.
DECLATORY RELIEF
175.

This suit involves an actual controversy within the Courts’ jurisdiction and

the Court may declare the rights of Plaintiff under the Constitution and laws of the United
States and the laws of Minnesota and grant such relief as necessary and proper. Plaintiff
seeks declaratory relief on her own behalf.
176.

Plaintiff seeks declaratory judgment that Defendants’ policies, practices,

customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions described herein of
27
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holding foreign born persons in the Anoka County jail based on requests by ICE, with or
without immigration holds and denying foreign born persons the ability to post bail to
secure their release based on immigration holds are unlawful and violate their rights and
those of the class under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution
and constitute false imprisonment in violation of Minnesota state law.
177.

Defendants have shown a pattern of violating the rights of Hispanic

immigrants and their actions have been seen as unconstitutional by this Court yet they
continue to do violate the Constitution.
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
178.

Because Plaintiff may continue to experience violations of her Fourth and

Fourteenth Amendment rights and suffer false imprisonment because of Defendants’
policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts and omissions,
temporary and permanent injunctive relief is necessary to stop such unlawful activity.
179.

Plaintiff requests that the Court enjoin Defendants from continuing further

the policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions
complained of above and order that Defendants cease holding foreign-born prisoners on
behalf of an immigration detainer if a prisoner offers to post bail on the underlying criminal
offense or if bail is offered for the prisoner.
180.

Plaintiff requests that the Court enjoin Defendants from continuing further

the policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions
complained of above and order that Defendants cease refusal to recognize the Matricula
Consular card as a valid form of identification for individuals charged or cited with
28
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misdemeanors, or during arrests of individuals suspected to be present in the U.S. without
authorization.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Wherefore, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this court enter judgment in favor of
Plaintiff and against the Defendants, and grant the following:
A.

Enter a declaratory judgment on behalf of Plaintiff that the Anoka County

Defendants’ policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and
omissions, described herein, of holding foreign born persons in the Anoka County jail
based on requests form ICE, either orally or through immigration detainers after they have
been ordered released on their own recognizance and denying foreign born persons the
ability to post bail to secure their release based on immigration detainers are unlawful and
violate their rights under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution,
the Minnesota Constitution and constitute false imprisonment in violation of Minnesota
state law;
B.

Enter a declaratory judgment on behalf of Plaintiff that the Coon Rapids

Defendants’ policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and
omissions, described herein, of refusing to recognize the validity of the Matricula Consular,
and arresting foreign born persons based on their suspected immigration status are unlawful
and violate their rights under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S.
Constitution, the Minnesota Constitution and constitute false imprisonment in violation of
Minnesota state law;
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C.

Enter a preliminary injunction, followed by a permanent injunction, on

behalf of Plaintiff against Defendants, enjoining Defendants from continuing further the
policies, practices, customs, lack of supervision, failure to train, acts, and omissions
complained of above and ordering that Defendants cease holding foreign born prisoners on
behalf of ICE when there are no longer any state grounds to hold the individual;
D.

Enter judgment on behalf of Plaintiff against Defendants for reasonable

actual damages sufficient to compensate her for the violation of her Fourth and Fourteenth
Amendment rights and rights under the Minnesota Constitution and Minnesota state law;
E.

Order Defendants to pay Plaintiff’s damages and attorneys’ fees and costs as

authorized by 42 U.S.C. §1988; and,
F.

Grant all other and additional relief to which Plaintiff may be entitled in this

action, at law or in equity.
KUTAK ROCK, LLP

Dated: March 22, 2018.

By:

s/Amanda R. Cefalu
Alain M. Baudry (#0186685)
Amanda Cefalu (#0309436)
Kutak Rock LLP
60 South Sixth Street, Suite 3400
Minneapolis, MN 55402-4513
Telephone: 612-334-5000
Email: Alain.Baudry@kutakrock.com;
Amanda.Cefalu@kutakrock.com
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
UNION OF MINNESOTA
Ian Bratlie (#0319454)
ACLU of Minnesota
709 S. Front Street
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Suite 709
Mankato, MN 56001
Telephone: 507-995-6575
Email: ibratlie@aclu-mn.org
Teresa Nelson (#269736)
ACLU of Minnesota
2300 Myrtle Avenue
Suite 180
St Paul, MN 55114-1879
Telephone: 651-645-4097
Email: tnelson@aclu-mn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jim Franklin
Ben Feist
RE: ICE detainers
Thursday, January 8, 2015 10:39:36 AM
FW ICE Detainers (29.3 KB).msg
Hennepin County Sheriff"s Office Announcement on ICE Detainers (912 KB).msg

Ben
Will try it again……
Let me know if you got this one?

James Franklin
Executive Director
Minnesota Sheriffs’ Association
100 Empire Drive Suite 222
St. Paul, MN 55103
Phone: 651-451-7216 x 2
jfranklin@mnsheriffs.org
www.mnsheriffs.org

From: Jim Franklin
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2015 4:13 PM
To: 'Benjamin Feist'
Subject: ICE detainers
Ben:
This is a copy of the Mike Freeman memo/announcement with Stanek on the issue of ICE holds.
We sent this out to all Sheriffs and I think Joh Kingrey sent this out to all County attorneys also.
Other than a few short communications with Sheriffs this about all of the communications we have
sent out on this issue.FYI……

James Franklin
Executive Director
Minnesota Sheriffs’ Association
100 Empire Drive Suite 222
St. Paul, MN 55103
Phone: 651-451-7216 x 2
jfranklin@mnsheriffs.org
www.mnsheriffs.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Kingrey
Jim Franklin
FW: ICE Detainers
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:56:09 AM
ICE Detainers Memorandum-DPR.pdf

Jim – here you go. You might want to see if Rich has anything in addition to this. John.
Subject: ICE Detainers

Colleagues, Today Hennepin County Sheriff Richard Stanek declared that his office will no
longer hold in the Hennepin County Jail individuals after their state proceedings had been
concluded on the basis of an ICE immigrant detainer hold. This previous practice of holding
detainees up to 48 hours based on the conclusion of an ICE agent that the individual was a
person believed to be subject to removal for the United States had been based on Federal
Law and regulations which ICE lawyers had argued was mandatory on local law enforcement.
This issue has recently been litigate several times and several Federal Courts have ruled that
these ICE detainer requests are voluntary on local officials and not mandatory. Even ICE
lawyers have backed down from their previous positions and now have acknowledged to us
that these requests are just that, requests and are voluntary and no longer mandatory.
At the most recent MCAA Board meeting this topic was discussed and I volunteered to share
with Members the fruits of our research and legal conclusion. A short version of that work is
attached. We have a more complete version of our opinion as well.
A number of other jurisdictions have arrived at this same legal and policy conclusions such as
New York, Washington D.C. Miami, and ,most recently, San Diego. If we can be of further
assistance please let me know.
Mike Freeman
******************************************

Michael O. Freeman
Hennepin County Attorney
C-2000 Government Center
300 S. 6th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55487
612-348-6221
michael.freeman@hennepin.us

Disclaimer: Information in this message or an attachment may be government data and
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thereby subject to the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes,
Chapter 13, may be subject to attorney-client or work product privilege, may be confidential,
privileged, proprietary, or otherwise protected, and the unauthorized review, copying,
retransmission, or other use or disclosure of the information is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient of this message, please immediately notify the sender of the
transmission error and then promptly delete this message from your computer system.
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HENNEPIN COUNTY ATTORNEY’S OFFICE
Civil Division
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Michael O. Freeman, Hennepin County Attorney

FROM: Jim Keeler, Assistant Hennepin County Attorney
RE:

ICE Detainers

DATE:

June 11, 2014

In response to a change in interpretation of a federal regulation and several federal
court decisions, a growing number of state and local governments are refusing to honor
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detainers. These recent and
significant legal developments require a reevaluation of past legal advice and current
HCSO policy regarding honoring ICE detainers.
ICE Detainers
An Immigration Detainer – Notice of Action or DHS Form I-247 (“ICE Detainer”)
is a request to a state or local law enforcement agency (LEA) to maintain custody of an
individual for a period not to exceed 48 hours (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and federal
holidays) after such individual would otherwise be released to give ICE time to assume
custody on the individual for further investigation. The governing authority for ICE
detainers appears in 8 CFR §287.7 (the “Regulation”) and reads in relevant part as
follows:
(a) Detainers in general: Detainers are issued pursuant to sections
236 and 287 of the Act and this chapter 1. Any authorized
immigration officer may at any time issue a Form 1-247
Immigration Detainer – Notice of Action, to any other Federal,
State of local law enforcement agency. A detainer serves to
advise another law enforcement agency that the Department
seeks custody of an alien presently in the custody of that agency,
for the purpose of arresting and removing the alien. The detainer
is a request that such agency advise the Department, prior to the
release of the alien, in order for the Department to arrange to
assume custody, in situations when gaining immediate physical
custody is either impracticable or impossible.
* * * *
(d) Temporary detention at Department request.
Upon a
determination by the Department to issue a detainer for an alien
not otherwise detained by a criminal justice agency, such agency
shall maintain custody of the alien for a period not to exceed 48
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hours, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays in order to
permit assumption of custody by the Department.
(emphasis added). ICE issues detainers in cases where it has reason to believe that a
person may be subject to removal from the United States. ICE detainers arose out of a
federal information-sharing partnership between ICE and the FBI. When a person is
arrested and booked into the system, the local law enforcement agency (“LEA”) shares
the arrested person’s fingerprints with the FBI to see if the person has a criminal record.
The FBI automatically shares these fingerprints with ICE to check against its immigration
databases. In addition, pursuant to the Criminal Alien Program (CAP) ICE agents
interrogate foreign-born inmates in local jails. Based on the information ICE is able to
collect, if ICE believes a person could be deported, the agency issues a detainer to
facilitate their arrest.
Based on what appears to be the mandatory language of 8 CFR §287.7(d) (“shall
maintain custody”) and ICE’s previous construction of this statute, the HCSO’s policy to
date has been to honor ICE detainers and detain individuals for up to an additional 48
hours after other state or federal holds on the individuals have terminated.
The Changed Landscape
Over the past several months, the legal landscape has changed dramatically. First,
several court decisions have held that that what appears to be a mandatory requirement to
hold individuals subject to an ICE detainer in 8 CFR §287.7(d) is not mandatory, but
rather merely a request to a local agency. See, e.g. Galarza v. Szalczyk, 745 F.3d 634 (3rd
Cir. 2014); Morales v. Chadbourne, 2014 WL 554478 (D. RI 2014); Miranda-Olivares v.
Clackamas County, 2014 WL 1414305 *1 (D. Or., April 11, 2014).

Second, ICE has changed its interpretation of 8 CFR 287.7. In a February 25,
2014 letter to Representative Keith Ellison (D-MN5), the Acting Director of ICE clarified
that immigration detainers are not mandatory “as a matter of law.” ICE confirmed this
construction. In a May 22, 2014 voice mail message, local ICE Chief Legal Counsel
Jennifer Longmeyer-Wood said that the detainer form is in fact a “request” and Hennepin
County may choose how to respond to that “request.” This is a significant change from
ICE’s previous communications to the HCAO regarding these detainers.
HCAO Recommendation
There is no controlling precedent in the Eight Circuit. However, the recent federal
court rulings and change in ICE policy lead to only one logical conclusion: ICE detainers
are requests rather than mandatory orders. In other words, an ICE detainer or DHS Form
I-247 without more is not legally sufficient to hold an individual in custody. ICE
detainers alleging that DHS has merely “determined there is reason to believe the
individual is an alien subject to removal . . .” should no longer be relied upon by the
HCSO to hold an individual in custody.
2
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rich Stanek
Jim Franklin
Hennepin County Sheriff"s Office Announcement on ICE Detainers
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 11:22:34 AM
06.11.2014 Sheriff Stanek Statment on ICE detainers.doc

Jim,
As we discussed, please forward the below to MN Sheriffs. Thank you.
******************
Fellow Minnesota Sheriffs,
This morning, Hennepin County Attorney Mike Freeman and I announced that as of midnight
tonight, the Hennepin County Jail will no longer honor US Immigration and Customs Enforcement
detainers, absent judicial authority.
Recent directives by Immigrations & Customs Enforcement that detainers are now considered
discretionary along with subsequent Federal Court decisions articulating the same, are strong
indicators that the legal landscape is changing on this matter.
My decision comes after a long, thoughtful, and deliberate process and upon advice from our
County Attorney and others.
Attached is the official statement we released that includes additional information and background.
Please feel free to call me if you have any questions. Thank you.

Sheriff Rich Stanek
Hennepin County Sheriff’s Office
350 South 5th Street, Room 6 Courthouse
Minneapolis, MN 55415
612.348.2347
www.Hennepinsheriff.org

Disclaimer: Information in this message or an attachment may be government data and
thereby subject to the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minnesota Statutes,
Chapter 13, may be subject to attorney-client or work product privilege, may be confidential,
privileged, proprietary, or otherwise protected, and the unauthorized review, copying,
retransmission, or other use or disclosure of the information is strictly prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient of this message, please immediately notify the sender of the
transmission error and then promptly delete this message from your computer system.
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HENNEPIN COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
News Release
Media Contact:
Jennifer Johnson
(612) 919-5918

Sheriff Stanek Statement on U.S. Immigration and Customs Detainers
June 11, 2014 (MINNEAPOLIS) – Hennepin County Sheriff Rich Stanek has issued the following
statement:
Effective Thursday, June 12, the Hennepin County Sheriff’s Office will no longer honor U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers absent judicial authority.
The Hennepin County Sheriff’s Office receives approximately 36,000 inmates each year. Of those 36,000
inmates, approximately 1.5 percent have a detainer placed on them by U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement. U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers is a request for local jails to hold
individuals up to 48 hours after their local charges have been satisfied.
Historically, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers were interpreted as "mandatory,"
requiring jails to honor them. However, recent directives by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
that detainers are discretionary and subsequent Federal Court decisions articulating the same, are strong
indicators that the legal landscape is changing. Therefore the Hennepin County Sheriff’s Office will no
longer honor U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement detainers absent judicial authority.
My decision comes after a long, thoughtful, and deliberate process that included meetings and discussions
with Hennepin County Attorney Mike Freeman, residents across Hennepin County, local and national
elected officials, the Sheriff’s Office Community Advisory Board, the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), and representatives from the many diverse communities of Hennepin County.
My first responsibility as Sheriff of Hennepin County will always be to enforce the law and abide by the
Constitution.
Rich Stanek
Hennepin County Sheriff
For further information, please contact PIO Jennifer Johnson at 612-919-5918 or jennifer.a.johnson@ hennepin.us
####
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